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Blessie’s school is having a  
bake sale. What can Blessie bring?  
Banana bread? Blueberry muffins?  
Blessie peeks in the pantry. She has  
an idea. She asks her mom to help.

Blessie brings out the flour, sugar,  
and cocoa. Blessie brings out the butter, eggs, and vanilla.

Blessie gets a big bowl, and a wooden spoon. She blends the flour, 
sugar, and cocoa in the bowl. She adds the butter, eggs, and vanilla.

Blessie’s mom heats up the oven. Blessie pours the batter into a 
pan, and her mom puts it in the oven to bake.

It takes 30 minutes to cook.

While the batter bakes, Blessie cleans up.

She puts away the flour, sugar, and cocoa. She puts away the 
butter, eggs, and vanilla.

She washes the big bowl and wooden spoon.

Ding!

Blessie’s mom removes the pan from the oven. She sets it on a 
cooling rack.

Blessie sniffs the air.

Chocolaty!

What did Blessie bake? Brownies!

Blessie  
Bakes
 By Katie Clark

Name: _________________________________



1. Where does this story take place?

  a. at a bake sale b. in the kitchen

  c. at the school d. in the morning

2. Name the 6 ingredients that Blessie uses.

 a. ____________________________      b. ____________________________

 c. ____________________________      d. ____________________________

 e. ____________________________      f.  ____________________________

3. What does Blessie do when the brownies are in the oven?

 ________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________

4. How long are the brownies in the oven?

  a. one hour b. two hours

  c. a half hour d. 300 minutes

5. Who will probably eat the brownies?

  a. Blessie b. Blessie’s mom

  c. Blessie’s teacher d. a customer at the bake sale
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Draw lines to match the words  
from the story with their meanings.

1.  pantry  smells

2.  cocoa  chocolate powder

3.  batter  closet for food 

4.  cooling  ingredients mixed together

5.  sniffs  getting colder
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Name: ___________________________________

In the story, “Blessie Bakes,” Blessie and her  
mom make brownies for a school bake sale.
Pretend you were going to make cookies for a bake sale.
Write step-by-step directions that tell how you make the cookies.

How To make Cookies

First, ______________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________

Then, _____________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________

After that, _________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________

Next, _____________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________

Finally, ____________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________
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flour sugar

cocoa butter

eggs

She cleans up the kitchen.

vanilla
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